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The Client – HSBC
HSBC is one of the largest banking and financial services 
organisations in the world, with operations in 64 countries 
and territories. They aim to be where the growth is, enabling 
businesses to thrive and economies to prosper, and, 
ultimately, helping people to fulfil their hopes and realise 
their ambitions. 

Tom was asked to prepare and deliver a keynote to 400 of 
HSBC’s leaders in the UK, addressing the challenge of 
building sustainable success in an uncertain age.  To provide 
insight and expertise about the future of customer habits 
and their impact on banking and banks in the future.  

Keynote preparation
Tom has worked with HSBC across several areas in the past, 
advising on the future shape and nature of jobs in the 
banking and finance sector, speaking to young employees 
on its leadership development track, and providing 
comment for the media on its innovative insurance 
products. 

These projects combined with his other experience in the 
finance and banking sector allowed him to develop a 
tailored talk that spoke specifically to the challenges and 
opportunities faced by the UK bank.  

Keynote Results
Tom delivered a 60 minute keynote plus a further 30 
minutes of on the spot Q&A’s from the audience live 
from the stage.

Tom shared key trends with the audience that will 
disrupt the banking industry over the next few years, as 
well as changing business and culture in wider society. 
He followed these critical trends with a series of 
recommendations about how to respond, building an 
‘Athletic Organisation’ that is adaptable to the coming 
changes. 

The audience was highly engaged, peppering Tom with a 
range of questions about the industry, the impact of 
technologies like AI, and what skills will help people to 
future-proof their careers.

“Having external insight certainly
added a huge amount of value
and provided a great platform
for our sessions and from the

questions in the room, the
audience were clearly very

engaged too.”

Ian Stuart
CEO HSBC UK  


